《The Mysterious CEO》
116 Si Li's attack
Pang!
The man threw the bottle of beer on the television, after seeing all the news on the
television "Damnit!"
"Sir, we still didn't find the person behind the blast" Another man came in the office
and reported.
"I know...I know...He won't leave me… I had attacked on his wife and now he is
taking revenge. Make sure to tighten the security of this warehouse. I know he will
come after me. Did you hear me? HAVE ALL OUR MEN TO SECURE THIS
WAREHOUSE" The man in the black suit shouted in frightening.
"Yes Sir," The other man said and left from the office.
"Si Li….Si Li… I should have killed you and your wife that day. DAMNIT" The man
murmured in the frustration.
The man in the black suit was Mr Jack.
In the morning, all his warehouses in this city vanished in the blast and cost him, the
loss of more than 10 billion dollars and more than half of his men's lives.
This warehouse is the last one, which was left where he could hide.

However, he didn't know that while he was drinking the beer in his office, one by one
his men were replaced by Mo Jinnan's men.
While he was thinking that his men would secure him, he didn't know that one by one
his men were getting die and he was also coming close to his own death.
…
In a building of the same abandoned area, more than 100 men wearing the exact same
suit as Mr Jack's men worn. No one could differentiate that whether they Mo Jinnan's
men or Mr Jack's men.

All the men had guns in their hand and wireless earphone on their ear and they were
waiting for the next command.
[East wing cleared, North wing team move]
A voice sounded in the earphone of Mo Jinnan's men and a group of men stood up and
left from the basement.
In the top floor of that building, Si Li and Mo Jinnan were sitting on each corner of the
room. Mo Jinnan was commanding the direction to his north wing team by seeing the
security footage of the warehouse and map.
Whereas in the other corner, Si Li sat on the chair and in front of him, there was a
laptop on the table. His fingers were moving on the keyboard at the high speed and
numerous amount of data was appearing on the screen of the laptop.
Si Li and Mo Jinnan had divided their teams. Si Li's team took the in-charge to destroy
Mr Jack's warehouses and left from the city after completing their work.
Now Mo Jinnan's team took the in-charge to kill Mr Jack.
Initially, they had planned that after finishing Mr Jack and his business, Mo Jinnan
would establish the step in USA Underworld, but since they had to go back to Country
X in 2 days. So they had to drop their plan for stepping into the USA Underworld.
….
After half an hour
Mr Jack was drinking the beer in his office and at that moment, the man again came
into his office "Sir, there is a bad news"
"Now...What?" Mr Jack shouted.
Since the morning, Mr Jack was receiving all the bad news. The first-morning bad
news was about his warehouses, the second-afternoon bad news was all the illegal
work of his company was exposed in front of the world, the third-evening bad news
was the death of his girlfriend and now it was time for forth-night bad news…

